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Basic regulations

Application area
TE-GD4 system is compatible with any type of diesel engines, from mechanical injection type to Common rail injection.
TE-GD-4 enables to convert not only motor vehicles, but also small power plants engines, sea and river vessels,
locomotives, etc.

Used gases
System TE-GD4 can use any type of combustible gas. This LPG, CNG, LNG, Hydrogen etc. In any case, engine operates only with
mixed mixtures of diesel fuel and gas. Thus, ignition of the mixture occurs by ignition of a diesel. The ratio between supplied diesel
and gas depends on the gas characteristics and operating modes of the engine.

The complexity of installation
Despite of simplicity of installation, conversion and calibration requires knowledge of the installers. It requires not only skills in
autogas performance, but also to understand specifics of diesel engines.

Components and equipment
There is no differences in components and equipment for conversion petrol and diesel engines. In fact, everything that is available
in the petrol vehicles conversion service, is sufficient for the diesel conversion.

Mechanical Installation
Basic methods and rules of autogas installation are the same as in petrol vehicles. Filling valve, tank, pipes, reducer, heating of the
reducer, MAP sensor installs on the basic autogas installation rules. Separately you need to allocate selection of injectors and
drilling of nozzles into the intake manifold.

Choosing diameter of nozzles and quantity of gas injectors
Diameter of nozzles and number of gas injectors are selected in the following way:
1.

Determine engine power in kW. For example 200 kW

2.

Based on gas used, select power, which is accounted for gas. For CNG is 50%, for LPG is 30%. For example, we use
LPG. Gas power is 60kW.

3.

Quantity of injectors. For evenly mixing of gas and air is always better to use 4 gas injectors, regardless of the cylinders
quantity in the engine.

4.

Obtaining dimeter of nozzles

5. D=Pg/(N×10), where
D – Nozzle diameter mm

Pg – Parr of Gas power
N – Quantity of gas injectors.
Thus, for 200 kW engine power, running with LPG, with four gas injectors we get

d=60/4×10=1.5 mm
It is very convenient to use gas injectors mono-block from Rail company, in which one input and one output of gas, with different
amount of controlling injectors. These units have high performance of gas supply and can be applied to heavy duty vehicles.

Incut of nozzles recommended between turbine and intercooler. It is not recommended to drill close to inlet valves, since
functioning of pulses and valves are not synchronized. Therefore, before injection to cylinders gas and air mixture must be mixed
well.
Additional equipment that is not used for installation in petrol engines is a detonation (knock) sensor and a thermocouple. Knock
sensor is mounted on the cylinder block in any convenient location. The main thing is to ensure a good contact of the sensor with
the engine block. The most difficult is thermocouple installation. It is necessary make threaded connection in the outlet manifold to
screw in the thermocouple. The place of installation does not matter. As closer to valves, as higher temperature you get. In settings,
maximum temperature will be used obtained at maximum power on diesel. Therefore, it does not matter where it stands and what it
indicates.

ECU installation

Most of the elements of ECU connection are installed similarly as in petrol engines.
The main difference is connection to TPS or to the signals of accelerator pedal. This is done for two reasons: 1) To obtain
Information of gas supply 2) to find a way to reduce supply of diesel. Usually, control from the pedal comes threw one, two or three
wires. You have to connect to them. Identification of the necessary wires as follows:
1. Find wiring harness coming from the accelerator pedal.
2. Switch on the ignition.
3. Connect voltmeter to each of the wires. By pressing accelerator pedal, fix, on which of the wires changes voltage.
Exactly to this wires and you have to connect
Connection channels in TE-GD4 system are equivalent and independent. You can programmatically change them. The main thing
to observe is correctness of the connection of coloured and striped wires. To reduce diesel supply you can use one of the TPS
emulation channels, by connecting it to the fuel pressure sensor.
Connection to the RPM is a little different. In a simple diesel engines it is very difficult to find a source. Then you have to connect to
the generator. Some have a special output for tachometer. If not, you have to connect to one of the three windings of rectifier
diodes. Preliminary, disassembled the generator.

TE-GD4 calibration
Before starting calibration, make sure that:
1. The corresponding TE-GD calibration software is installed on the PC. Always check updates on our website www.tegas.lt
2. Appropriate drivers for USB adapter are installed in your PC.
Fill a small amount of gas (about 10 liters) to check for leakage.
Start calibration program.
Turn on one of the gas injectors. This is necessary for the activation of all autogas units.

Make preliminary settings of the program:
1. In the F2 RPM bookmark, set pre-scaler (divider) and sensivity threshold of RPM pulses. On the idle run, RPM shown in the
program must correspond to the actual engine RPM.

2. Set differential gas pressure in the range of 1-1,2 bar (differential) for LPG and 1,5-2,0 (differntial) for CNG, by turning the screw
in the reducer.
3. Check following parameters:


Voltage supply is 13.6 - 14.5 V. If voltage is about 12.6 V, briefly press accelerator pedal with RPM increase to 2000.
After this, normal voltage should be established.



gas temperature 10 - 70 ºС



reducer temperature 20 - 90 ºС



temperature of exhaust (thermocouple) 10-100 ºС



gas pressure 2 - 2.2 bar (absolute) on LPG, 2.5 - 3.0 bar (absolute) on CNG



pressure in manifold 0.9-1 bar (absolute)



knock sensor signal is 0 - 0.2 V.

In program F2 tab, set type of gas injectors, gas level sensor and show name of the installation, for example car plate number.

Set frequency operation of gas injectors, depending on engine RPM

First set the minimum, from 1/2. If there is not enough gas, you should set 1 = 1. In this case frequency of the gas injectors will be
higher. 1 × 4 is the maximum possible frequency.
When supplying gas from the injectors to one point in the intake manifold, the impulse phases can be default .

When virtual synchronization is installed, the frequency of supplied gas pulses is independent of engine RPM.
Select the type of gas LPG / CNG
All other parameters should be default.

Calibrate TPS signals.
To do this, open F5 calibration tab. Setting TPS.
Perform step-by-step actions, guided by the program instructions.

Set RPM

Fix values on the idle run

Fix TPS values when the accelerator pedal is fully pressed.

Set desired reduction of diesel supply.

Automatically tie gas supply to one of the TPS signals.

TPS calibration is finished.

Determination of maximum signals values of the knock sensor and temperature of the exhaust.

During test drive on diesel, you should move in the mode of maximum engine power and different RPM. The maximum values of the
parameters are reflected in the program.
When you exit from collection mode to the next step, maximum values will be stored in PC memory.

In the future, these data will participate in automatic gas supply limitation in cases of exhaust gases excess temperature and
appearances of detonations.

Gas supply calibration
Gas supply calibration comes by compensating reduction of diesel by gas. Previously, it is done by the third calibration step.

Idle run

At idle, adding a small amount of gas, we achieve a small increase in engine RPM. Since the engine RPM stabilization system,
reduce supply of diesel by itself, it is not required to reduce diesel by additional adjustments. It is better not to supply LPG on idle at
all. This will relieve owner of an unpleasant smell.

Power mode.
Further, it is necessary drive on a straight section of the road, gain a speed of 90 km / h and with the help of assistant adjust gas
supply in medium power mode. Moving at a constant speed, switching from diesel to gas-diesel and vice versa, by selecting the
power factor to achieve the same speed of driving on both diesel and gas-diesel modes.

This completes the preliminary calibration of the gas-diesel system TE-GD4.

Additional features of the program for more precise calibration.
Changes of diesel and gas ratio is performed by changing diesel supply rate.

Addition of extrra portion of gas in turbo mode

Elimination of undesirable detonations at certain engine RPMs.

Delay of gas supply, with a sharp pressing of the accelerator pedal, is necessary to prevent short-term detonations.
Adjusts by digital filter. The larger number, the longer delay.

Automatic correction of detonations .

In case of detonation GD-4 program, on RPM and TPS map, will start to reduce gas supply. The reduction value can not be more
than 0.2 units, in comparison with the neighbor cells of the map. This is done to exclude twitching of the engine when operating
mode changes.
Adjustment of gas-diesel system TE-GD4 using an composittion mixture indicator MTX-L from INNOVATE
MOTORSPORTS.

MTX-L indicator is an air-oxygen ratio meter in the exhaust gases of the engine. Can be used in a wide ratio value ranges from
7.35 to 22.39. If in petrol engines this ratio is determined quite accurately (14.7 for petrol), then in a diesel engines running on poor
mixtures, 14.7 ratio is the limit for complete combustion of the fuel. This information should be used for calibration.

As an example, on the following picture you can see gas supply graphs obtained using the indicator and optimized to obtain
maximum economy. You can see that the maximum economy is obtained in medium power modes.
In the turbo start mode, additional gas can be added.

